
Perhaps you've found some images of beautiful macramé pieces and you'd
love to be able to recreate them but aren't sure where to begin?

I hear you. I was in your shoes. And I'm here to make your journey into
the magical world of macramé be hurdle & hassle-free.

As both a professional macramé teacher & wedding artist, I have spent (and
wasted!) a lot of time, money & materials over the years asking the
questions & finding the answers. I created this guide so that you don't repeat
the mistakes I made.

Over the following pages I share with you the 3 essential things I wish I
had known when I started plus some of my Golden Rules
for Success. 

All you need to bring are your hands and your desire
to learn. If I did it, you can too.
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a macramé board & pins (more info on p.2)
an adjustable clothes rail (more info on p.2)

Non-Essential But Very Useful Items

a ruler or tape measure with both centimetres & inches - patterns
made in the UK use metric (centimetres) & those from the
US/Canada usually use imperial (inches).
sharp scissors
sticky tape & hooks - to stop your pieces from moving while you work
a comb/brush for brushing out tassels & fringing

Essential Items

You do not need any specialist equipment to do macramé. That's right!
You just need your hands & a few items that you most likely have lying
around the house.

Sure, there are also some items I now feel like I can't live without but, for
a beginner, the absolute essentials are easy to come by.

#1 - Equipment & Workspace
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an angle-adjustable work surface
no more sore back or shoulders
a fully portable work surface that also holds
your work in place
an integrated ruler (metric on one side, imperial
on the other, so no need for a separate tape
measure!

A macramé board gives you:

For small projects, sitting at a table to work is fine but it can take its toll
on your back & shoulders as you end up leaning over your work a lot.

Not to mention having to constantly move your project for mealtimes etc
plus a measuring tape, scissors and so on.... Cue the macramé board!

An Adjustable Clothes Rail
For projects that are too big for a board, many people hang their work off
the backs of doors or chairs, but this can also be uncomfortable for your
back and shoulders.
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you can work at a comfortable height
it's easier to work with longer pieces, such as

a space for hanging extra cords on while you work

An adjustable rail means:

      plant hangers or wall-hangings

Check out Argos, Amazon or IKEA for a range of
options!

Macramé Board & Pins
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One of the main differences between macramé &
other 'yarn' crafts (like knitting or crochet) is that
instead of using one continuous length of yarn that
is woven around itself, macramé weaves a number
of different pieces of cord together.

This means that you have to cut all your pieces to
the correct length before you start. A pattern should
tell you how long each piece of cord needs to be. 

Keychain: 4-8m
Coaster: 10-20m
Plant hanger: 15-30m
Small wall-hanging: 50-200m
Large wall-hanging/backdrop: 500-2000m+

the individual pattern - ie. which knots are used and how many, as
different knots use up cord at different rates
the overall size of the finished piece
cord thickness (see p.3)
how tightly you tie your own knots 

Spools of cord come in lengths from 10m-500m+ so figuring out how much
you need overall is very useful when planning. Remember, using
thicker/thinner cord than the pattern suggests may result in you needing
more/less cord (see p.3).

Approximate (overall) lengths for popular projects:

The following 4 things affect the overall length required:
1.

2.
3.
4.

How much cord do you need for a project?

Golden
Rule

When cutting your cord, cut your lengths 10-20%
longer than the pattern says.

The person who wrote the pattern may tie their knots
tighter than you!
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Lark's Head
Running Lark's Head
Spiral (also called the 'Half-Square')
Square
Wrapping (also called 'Gathering')
Constrictor
Double Half-Hitch (also called Clove Hitch) - see p.5

I always get asked this question: "Which project will I find easiest?"
And my reply is always the same... "It's all about the knots."

Let me explain. Even for a complete beginner, no particular type of item
is necessarily easier to make than another, whether it be a plant hanger,
keychain or wedding backdrop.

The thing that does make a difference is the knots used, ie. the details
within the design, in determining how easy it may be for a beginner.

There are lots of knots in macramé but many are rarely used. It's easy to
feel like you have to learn them all but you really don't!

I use 11-12 different knots regularly and that's it.

My recommended Starter Knots (and also the most common!)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

#2 - Choosing Your Project
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This knot can take a bit of practise to get right as it
requires holding multiple cords in both the correct

position and tension at the same time for it to look neat.
 

For some beginners, this can be a challenge so I always
recommend you first practise knots 1-6.

Golden
Rule

The Double Half-Hitch Knot (DHHK)
At some point you will come across the DHHK as it is a brilliantly
versatile knot, used to create lines & shapes in any direction you wish.

99% of the show-stopping wall-hangings you see will have DHHK in
them.
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When you feel confident with knots 1-6, then by all means move onto
the DHHK.

If you are a perfectionist or want an easier project with which to practise,
I would recommend starting with a round coaster (tutorial link on p.8).

The nature of a round coaster pattern actively helps you to achieve good
tension which, in turn, allows you to practise the knot itself rather than
worrying about the tension too much.
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Rope, Cord, String or Twine - what's the difference?
These are all terms used to describe something you can macramé with!
This can be confusing so, for simplicity, I call everything cord.

A search for all of these terms will bring back something you can knot
with - so don't worry too much about this, but see below for more.

3mm, 4mm, 5mm...
This refers to the cord thickness with 3-5mm being the most
commonly used. As your thickness increases, the overall size of your
piece will also increase as each knot physically takes up more room,
approximately 20% more/less per mm difference.

All patterns should state the recommended cord thickness.
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#3 - Choosing Your Cord 

Braided, Ply, Single Twist
These terms refer to the construction of the cord.

1. Braided
Thin strands knitted together. Doesn't brush out.
Sometimes labelled as 'Rope' or 'Cord'.

2. Ply
3-4 thin strands wrapped around each other. Brushes out quite easily.
Sometimes labelled as 'Rope' or 'String'. Great for creating fringing.

3. Single Twist
Multiple thin strands twisted together in one continuous twist. Soft &
brushes out like a dream! Sometimes labelled as 'Cord' or 'Twine'.
Great for creating fringing.

1 2 3
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Useful Links

Book a macramé workshop

Sign up to my Macramé Masterclass
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Ready To Start Your Journey?
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Whether you're a beginner or beyond, I'm here to help you
unlock your inner creator, be inspired in your own creative

journey & make your own pieces of happiness.

Browse my range of DIY Macramé Kits & patterns

Watch my knot & project tutorials

Shop craft supplies, boards & cord

http://knotsandxs.com/workshops_and_courses
https://knotsandxs.com/macrame-masterclass
https://knotsandxs.com/product-category/macrame/
https://www.youtube.com/@KnotsXsCraftyKits/videos
https://knotsandxs.com/product-category/craft-supplies/


Necessary set-up including all materials & quantities
Step-by-step, beginner-friendly knot tutorials & pattern
Ways to personalise & customise your piece
How to add additional sections
Display suggestions
1:1 feedback from Cat (optional extra)

What's included in the Masterclass?

What is my Macramé Masterclass?
A 3 week online course that will arm you with the knowledge & skills to
make a show-stopping macramé backdrop, from scratch, with zero prior
knowledge required.

Complete within the 3 weeks or in your own time - the choice is yours!

Only
Only£197

£197

"Thank you so much for encouraging me to
complete the macramé, it looked amazing!

I can't believe I got there! You are an
amazing teacher and have great patience!"

Client Testimonial 
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Macramé Masterclass

"Shannen, macramé novice & masterclass alumni, with
her backdrop on her wedding day.

Find Out More

https://knotsandxs.com/macrame-masterclass

